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ANSWERS TO THE REVIEWER’S COMMENTS

First of all we would like to thank the Reviewers and the Editor for their valuable work and comments on the manuscript,
which hopefully helped us enhance it in this revised version. In the following, we answer the Reviewers’ observations point
by point, also specifying the modifications that have been applied to the paper. Moreover, all the modifications have been
underlined in red in the new version of the paper.

However, before that we need to raise an important point, on which we need clarification about the Editor’s intention: in
this new version of the paper we have not added a user study, because our impression is that it would add very little to the
results of our experiments. Indeed, as explained both in the paper and in point 9 below (please check it), we believe that,
when controlling our results against the test set extracted from the real, very large dataset we use, the accuracy measure is
a very reasonable esteem of the user satisfaction.

On the other hand, preparing a user study would require much time: we should collect tastes of individual users, then
group them to be able to compute the influence of users, and then we should aggregate users in new (ephemeral) groups to
evaluate if they appreciate our recommendations.

This said, if the Editor considers essential the user study, we would like to ask for an extension of the deadline for the
review because it would require much time, since we need to interact for multiple sessions with our students (they would be
the users for the experimental session).

ID Reviewer’s comment Answer

1 Section 2 (Related Work) requires a better struc-
ture organized with either subsections or bullets.
In its current form, it is hard to distinguish the
categories and transitions between.

We have now organized the related work in subsections,
as follows: 1) Persistent Groups, 2) Ephemeral Groups,
3) Influence in Group Recommendation, 4) Efficiency of
Group Recommenders.

2 There should be either a dedicated “data model
section” or a “notation reference table” to ensure
the fluidity in Section 3.

We have now added two new subsections: “3.1 - Context
Model” and “3.2 - Data Model and Problem Statement”.
These subsections explain in a more organized way and
in greater detail the context and data models.

(Continued on next page)
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2 ANSWERS TO THE REVIEWER’S COMMENTS

continued from previous page

ID Reviewer’s comment Answer

3 Although not explicitly mentioned, the prob-
lem is positioned in a cold-start setting: recom-
mending to groups with no history. However,
three following elements are introduced as inputs
to the group recommendation algorithm: “log
of past individual choices”, “item descriptions”,
and “log of the past group choices”. How do au-
thors justify this paradox?

Our work is positioned in the item cold start setting,
i.e., our technique is able to recommend items that are
new in the system. When a new item enters the system
it does not have a history of past interactions with the
users, but comes with its item description in terms of
features (e.g., the genre of a movie) that can be leveraged
by a content-based recommendation system to include
the new item in the recommendation lists. In fact, as
explained in Section 3.3.1, we suppose that the individual
preferences of the users are computed through a content-
based recommender.
On the contrary, this paper does not tackle the user cold
start problem: our users are not supposed to be new
in the system, so they are associated with a log of past
individual choices.
Moreover, the proposed approach targets the general sce-
nario of ephemeral groups, which are ad-hoc groups, po-
tentially constituted by users that have never been to-
gether before. Please notice that this does not mean that
the users are new in the system, but just that they may be
together in the same group for the first time. The log of
the past group choices contains the history of the choices
performed by groups of users in the past. However, since
the groups are ephemeral, we cannot suppose that the
target group, for which the recommendations are gener-
ated, has already appeared in the past. The users that
are in that group may have been part of other groups in
the past (and this information is useful to compute the
user’s influence), but we suppose that the target group
may have a composition never seen before.
We have now added to the introduction a footnote under-
lining that the users composing the ephemeral groups are
not new in the system, a brief sentence clarifying that we
set ourselves in the item cold start setting, and a para-
graph better explaining the ephemeral group scenario.

4 Despite its importance in formulating the rec-
ommendation problem, the notion of “context”
has never been introduced formally. It remains
unclear what properties are associated to a con-
text. Examples of “daytime” and “night” help
the reader the get the intuition, but a more for-
mal definition is needed.

We have introduced a new subsection “3.1 - Context
Model”, in which we have explained more formally the
notion of context and described the way in which we have
employed it in this paper.

(Continued on next page)



ANSWERS TO THE REVIEWER’S COMMENTS 3

continued from previous page

ID Reviewer’s comment Answer

5 Following the previous comment on the lack of
structure for contexts, I am wondering if the au-
thors have looked at the relation between con-
texts? For instance, the “night” context comes
after the “daytime” context in a temporal se-
quence. Hence it is intuitive to consider the im-
pact of the former on the latter.

As we have now better clarified in the new subsection
“3.1 - Context Model”, this work adopts a simple and
plain representation of the contexts, seen as sets of di-
mension/value pairs; the only hierarchical aspect envis-
aged in the representation is the presence of the universal
context ~c. We have introduced the context with the aim
of dividing the log in portions that, as it has actually been
confirmed by the experiments, are associated with differ-
ent behaviors of the users, which translate in different val-
ues of preferences and influence. Our aim, therefore, has
been to keep contexts like daytime and night separated, in
order to obtain more accurate recommendations. Never-
theless, more complex models might compute preferences
and influence of user u in context c exploiting also the ac-
tivities performed by u in contexts other than c, using
different weights; these weights could be based on some
form of similarity between contexts, or learned from data.
As we have now added to the conclusion, we leave a study
of this kind as an interesting future work.

6 Computation of “individual preferences” and
“influences” is considered out of the loop. How-
ever, it is appreciated to discuss their impact
on the top-k group recommendation step. For
that, the authors may briefly discuss the space
and time complexities of the offline approaches
by citing the related state of the art.

We have now extended Section 3.3.1 with a brief discus-
sion of two suitable approaches for the computation of
individual preferences, commenting also time and space
complexities. Moreover, in Section 3.3.2 we have now re-
ported the time and space complexities of the influence
computation through Equation (2).

7 Two characteristics of groups are studied in the
experiments: “size” and “heterogeneity”. What
about demographic attributes of group mem-
bers? For instance, male and female groups can
be compared.

We have extended the experimental evaluation consider-
ing also subsets of the test items based on demographic
features of the group members, in particular gender and
age slot. About the gender, experiments have been con-
ducted on the groups containing only females, only males,
and only children aged between 0 and 14 (whose gender
is not specified in our data). Regarding the age slots,
we have tested the following ones: 15-30, 31-50, more
than 50. These new subsets of the test items are de-
tailed in Section 5.2.3, while the tables of Section 5.2.4
have been extended with the related results. The discus-
sion of Section 5.2.5 has also been extended commenting
the new results; in particular, a new subparagraph “Re-
sults when Varying the Group Demographic Features”
has been added to the Comparison with the Competitors
from the Literature, and the Relevance of the Context
in Influence Computation has been complemented with
further considerations.

(Continued on next page)



4 ANSWERS TO THE REVIEWER’S COMMENTS

continued from previous page

ID Reviewer’s comment Answer

8 While there is a focus on “TV watching activ-
ities” in the manuscript, the authors may com-
ment on a typical domain-dependent group size.
This will shed some light on issues like the im-
portance of time/space efficiency.

We have now extended the discussion, in Section 4.2,
of time and space efficiency, emphasizing the advantages
that our algorithm can bring. Regarding the group size,
we remark that the required space does not depend on
the group size (O(|I||U||C|), see Section 4.2). On the con-
trary, the time complexity is affected by the group size,
and we have now included it in the time complexity ex-
pression (in the original submission the group size had
been considered as negligible). We have also discussed
typical group sizes in different real scenarios, on the ba-
sis of our data for the TV domain and relying on what
is reported in the literature for other domains. In par-
ticular, in our real TV dataset the average group size is
2.26. Then, in the literature we have found for place visit
the values 3.98 and 4.68, for online events 97.64, for real
events 10.75 and 20.3, and for online communities of in-
terest 31. These numbers are actually quite small with
respect to the possible numbers of items, but however it
seems reasonable to assume that in certain domains, like
online events and communities of interest, the size of the
group may grow consistently. In such cases, the usage of
an efficient algorithm like ours would become even more
crucial.

(Continued on next page)



ANSWERS TO THE REVIEWER’S COMMENTS 5

continued from previous page

ID Reviewer’s comment Answer

9 While the experiments discuss the accuracy and
efficiency of the proposed approach, its usability
remains unexamined. It is necessary to under-
stand how real groups of users appreciate recom-
mendations obtained from this approach. How
do authors justify the lack of a user study?

One of the datasets we have used in the experiments con-
tains a large log with both individual and group viewings
performed by real users, and we consider the existence
of this dataset as a veritable luck for us since it enabled
us to compute the influences of each user in each group
they belonged to. As explained in Section 5.2, we have
evaluated the quality of our proposal by checking if the
item we recommended was actually the movie chosen by
a newly formed group (i.e. a group that was in the test
set but not in the training set).
Our argument goes as follows: for a user study, we should
collect the tastes of the individual users, group them to be
able to compute the users’ influences, and then we should
aggregate users in new (ephemeral) groups to evaluate
if each of them appreciates our recommendations. The
only additional information that we would collect from
this procedure would be the individual satisfaction of a
user that, having anyway decided to make a certain choice
when in the group, might say that he/she is not contented
with it. We think that such an info is relatively relevant,
since the aim of the recommendation is not to satisfy each
single user but to guess the choice that would be made
in each specific condition, thus the relevant check to be
done is that finally the item recommended by our system
is actually the one that was viewed.
As a consequence, we feel quite comfortable to think that,
when controlling our results against the test set, we can
take the accuracy measure as a very reasonable esteem
of the user satisfaction. Thus, the reason why the pa-
per lacks a user study is that the dataset in our opinion
allowed us to perform realistic experiments, that can rea-
sonably be considered as covering also the point of view
of usability.

10 Algorithm 1 contains a lot of contents that can
be removed for more clarity. For instance line 23
describes the threshold equation which has been
already discussed in Section 4.2.

We have now restructured Algorithm 1 making it more
concise and textual. We have also removed the threshold
equation from the algorithm, referencing the text.

11 A summary at the beginning of Section 5 (Ex-
periments) will help the reader form a mindset
to follow the details of the experimental content.
Hence I suggest that Subsection 5.3 appears at
the beginning of the section.

We have now moved the summary at the beginning of the
experimental section; it is the new Section 5.1.

12 A full-stop “.” is missing at the end of the first
bullet in the Problem Statement.

We have added the full stop.

13 In Section 3.2, the sentence right after the con-
textual influence formula is repeated few times
in the manuscript, hence is redundant.

We have removed the sentence.

14 It is recommended to add commas for numbers
of more than 3 digits for more readability.

We have added the commas.
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Group recommender systems suggest items to groups of users that want to utilize those items together.

These systems can support several activities that can be performed together with other people and are

typically social, like watching TV or going to the restaurant. In this paper we study ephemeral groups, i.e.,

groups constituted by users who are together for the first time, and for which therefore there is no history

of past group activities.

Recent works have studied ephemeral group recommendations proposing techniques that learn complex

models of users and items. These techniques, however, are not appropriate to recommend items that

are new in the system, while we propose a method able to deal with new items too. Specifically, our

technique determines the preference of a group for a given item by combining the individual preferences

of the group members on the basis of their contextual influence, the contextual influence representing the

ability of an individual, in a given situation, to guide the group’s decision. Moreover, while many works

on recommendations do not consider the problem of efficiently producing recommendation lists at runtime,

in this paper we speed up the recommendation process by applying techniques conceived for the top-K

query processing problem. Finally, we present extensive experiments, evaluating: (i) the accuracy of the

recommendations, using a real TV dataset containing a log of viewings performed by real groups, and (ii)

the efficiency of the online recommendation task, exploiting also a bigger partially synthetic dataset.
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1. Introduction

Choosing items of interest from large data catalogs that offer purchasable articles like music, video-on-

demand movies, TV programs and services or products offered by online stores becomes really arduous if

not supported by appropriate technologies. Indeed, a rich set of possible choices risks to confuse users and

become a strain instead of an advantage.

Recommender systems [1] have been proposed to relieve the users of a tiresome task by suggesting items

that might be interesting for them because they “fit their tastes”. Recommender systems are employed by

many important companies like Netflix, Amazon and Google [31]. In this paper we study a special class

of these systems: group recommender systems [39], which consider the case of recommending items to be

enjoyed together by a group of users.

The literature has strongly focused on recommender systems for single users; however, lots of activities

are inherently social, usually carried out by multiple users: people seldom go to the movies or watch TV on

their own, and equally rarely eat out alone. Even the choice of a book may be a group activity, if this book

is then to be discussed and analyzed by an (online) community. Last, but not least, touristic activities are

often organized for groups, thus group recommendations may provide tour organizers with useful suggestions

to compose the daily schedule.

The group recommendation problem introduces further challenges with respect to the traditional single-

user recommendations. First of all, often the group members have different preferences, and finding items

that meet the tastes of everyone may be impossible. Moreover, people, when in a group, may exhibit different

behaviors with respect to when they are alone, and therefore their individual preferences sometimes might

not be a reliable source of information.

Past work on group recommender systems deals with two different kinds of groups: persistent and

ephemeral [39]. Persistent groups have a significant history of activities together, while ephemeral groups

are formed by people who may happen to be together for the first time7. While, in the case of persistent

groups, classical recommendation techniques for individual users are employable because the group can be

considered as a unique individual, with ephemeral groups the group preferences must be computed on the

basis of those known for the members of the group. In this paper we study the (more general) scenario of

ephemeral groups.

Most approaches to ephemeral group recommendations propose to obtain the preferences of the group

7Notice that this does not mean that the users are unknown to the system, but just that they have never been with that
same group before.
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by appropriately combining those of the component users (previously computed by exploiting recommen-

dation techniques for individuals) by means of some aggregation functions. Sometimes this combination is

performed using weights based on complex user and item models, built from the available feedback provided

by the users themselves. However, these techniques cannot be applied when several items are new to the

system, since for them the system does not possess any past feedback.

Our research refers to the item cold start setting, proposing an approach applicable also to new items, and

therefore concentrating on aggregation functions that allow to take also these into account. This possibility

is crucial in several real cases: a typical example is the TV domain, where programs are seldom shown more

than once and therefore cannot be associated with past user feedback.

Also note that, since our groups are ephemeral, there is a matter of cold start also w.r.t. the group itself.

Indeed, in our proposal we cannot take into account the past choices of the same group of people, since this

is the first time they choose something together. However we rely on the knowledge of the past choices of

the individual people when alone, and also when in other, different groups.

A very interesting observation is that, when people are in a group, they often make choices that they

would not make when alone, since there are social factors – like the influence of other group members or

the need to arrive at a mediation – that cause a modification of the choice w.r.t. the individual preferences.

As a consequence, when aggregating the preferences of the members of a group, not all members should be

assigned the same weight, since some might have a greater influence in determining the final decision [52].

Consider for instance a family with parents and children in front of the TV: clearly, the parents may

be prone to favor the children’s wishes in deciding the program to be watched, thus making the children

more influential in the decision process. However even this is questionable, since this behavior, which is ok

when choosing among children programs, is not advisable when other kinds of programs are available and

the parents have to watch to exclude those inappropriate for children.

For this reason, in this work we propose a novel aggregation function, taking influence into account but

also considering influence in its context : indeed, just like the users’ preferences [2], influence weights may

vary with respect to the situation, i.e., the context, that the group is currently experiencing.

Note that recommendations are normally generated at runtime, when specific (groups of) users need

them. As a consequence, the design of a recommender system must seriously take into account efficiency:

since the user(s) are not willing to wait minutes, or even seconds, to obtain the recommendations, the system

must be responsive and guarantee a fast and fluid interaction. The efficiency of group recommendations

has been studied in [4, 7, 5], which propose the application of the threshold strategy of [21] to speed up the
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process. Our technique is based on the same principles, this time also encompassing the recommendation

context and user influence.

In summary, the contribution of this paper is threefold:

• We propose a novel group recommendation technique where the user preferences, as well as the influence

of a user on a group, are context-aware.

• We design an efficient algorithm making our recommendation strategy efficient in the online recom-

mendation task.

• We demonstrate the accuracy and efficiency of the technique by means of an experimental campaign

based on a large real-world dataset containing the personal and group choices of TV programs of 7,921

users for three months.

This article extends our preliminary work [41] where the intuition of the inherent context-awareness of user

influence was first presented. Here, we substantially enrich the work by solving the performance-related

issues and presenting further experiments.

We now introduce our running example, based on the large real dataset containing the personal and

group choices of TV programs on which we performed our experiments. We consider the existence of this

dataset as a veritable luck for us: it is so rich of information, and so large, that we feel quite comfortable

to think that, when controlling our results against the test set, we can take the accuracy measure as a very

reasonable esteem of the user satisfaction.

Running Example. In this example the context is described through a single dimension time slot that may

assume the values daytime and night. Moreover, there are four users, i.e., Alice (a), Bob (b), Mark (m)

and Susan (s); they watch TV programs, alone or in groups.

Alice has a very strong personality, and is willing to watch her favorite programs in any case. On the

contrary, Bob is particularly interested in choosing the programs during daytime, but does not like to create

problems in the choice during the evening. Finally, Mark and Susan are more permissive. Table 1 shows

a small sample log of choices in the two different contexts time slot = daytime and time slot = night.

Each row indicates the time instant, the context, the composition of the group and the chosen item. Since

in our scenario, in a given time instant, only a subset of the items is available (i.e., the programs that are on

the air), for the readers’ convenience each row reports also the items that are available in the corresponding

time instant.
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Table 1: A log for our running example

Time
Context

(time slot)
Group

Chosen
item

Available
items

t1 daytime {a, b, m} p1 {p1, p2, p3}
t2 daytime {a, m, s} p5 {p4, p5, p6}
t3 daytime {b, s} p8 {p7, p8, p9}
t4 daytime {a, m} p11 {p10, p11, p12}
t5 night {a, b, s} p15 {p13, p14, p15}
t6 night {b, s} p16 {p16, p17, p18}
t7 night {a, b} p21 {p19, p20, p21}

Paper Structure. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains the related work, while Section 3

explains our recommendation technique: offline user influence computation and online computation of top-

K group recommendations. Section 4 proposes an efficient technique for online computation of the top-K

group recommendations. Section 5 describes the experimental evaluation and, finally, Section 6 concludes

the paper.

2. Related Work

Many authors have studied the problem of group recommendations, the Polylens system [39], by O’Connor

et al. in 2001, being among the first ones. We start with reviewing recommendations to persistent

groups, where the method can use previously gathered information (Subsection 2.1) and recommendations

to ephemeral groups, where previous feedback is not available and the collective group interests must be

induced from those of its members (Subsection 2.2). Then we describe the works considering the concept of

influence (Subsection 2.3), and finally those dealing with efficiency issues (Subsection 2.4).

2.1. Persistent Groups

Chen et al. [13] propose a method for persistent group recommendations based on a weighted average

of the group members’ scores; here, the weight is based on a genetic algorithm whose fitness function relies

on known group preferences.

In [48], Vildjiounaite et al. propose recommendations of TV programs to families and each family is

considered as a (persistent) group. The algorithm is based on classification: one classifier is created for each

family.

To find the item scores, Seko et al. [42] use the similarities with other items recorded in the group history.

The model of Hu et al. [27] is based on restricted Boltzmann machines, learned on the basis of ratings

expressly provided by the groups.
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The approaches above cannot be compared with ours, because in the case of ephemeral groups we cannot

count on the previous group experience. Thus, let us now consider the literature on ephemeral groups.

2.2. Ephemeral Groups

Ephemeral group recommendations are obtained from the preferences of the group members, applying

some aggregation function like the average or the least misery.

The works in [36, 50, 44, 6, 43, 11, 38, 12, 17, 29, 3, 24] apply the average of the group members’

preferences for an item to compute that of the group. Other proposals rely on a variant of the plain average

named average without misery [36, 45, 17], which is an average where the items with preference below a

given threshold are discarded.

Instead, the works [39, 36, 6, 43, 11, 38, 47, 25, 12, 17, 29, 24] adopt the least misery technique, whose

objective is to recommend the items that are “less disliked” by the group members, thus trying not to make

anyone discontented. Indeed, least misery recommends the items for which the worst preference value of

the group members is the highest. For instance, suppose we have a group containing two users A and B

and the following preferences for the items i1 and i2: p(A, i1) = 4, p(B, i1) = 6, p(A, i2) = 10, p(B, i2) = 1.

The least misery technique looks at the lowest scores for the items, i.e., 4 and 1, and recommends i1 to the

group.

Another common way to aggregate is the maximum satisfaction method [36, 11, 38, 12, 17, 29]. With

this criterion, we choose the items for which the greatest value among the preferences of the group members

is the highest. In the previous example, this strategy would consider the greatest scores 6 and 10, and

recommend i2 to the group.

The authors of [8, 23, 3] produce an average of the members’ preferences weighted by the members’

expertise, hypothesizing that, the longer the users have used the system, the more expert they are.

Very interestingly, the function proposed by Amer-Yahia et al. [4] tries to maximize the satisfaction

of the group components, at the same time aiming at minimizing disagreement. Some kind of fairness

among group members is also considered in [33], where the score of a top-k list for a group is obtained

by integrating its relevance with respect to the preferences of the individual users with a measure of the

fairness, to guarantee that all the users are somehow satisfied.

We employ a sophisticated kind of weighted average, more complex than the just described aggregation

functions. Our experiments use the above works as the main references for comparison.

De Campos et al. [16] propose a Bayesian network to learn both the individual preferences and the

aggregation weights; unfortunately this method cannot be used to recommend new items, because it requires
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to build a complex model including items already known.

2.3. Influence in Group Recommendation

Masthoff and Gatt have first acknowledged the significance of influence in [37], where they envisage two

kinds of influence: emotional contagion, related to the affective position of a user w.r.t. the other group

members, and conformity, concerning the tendency of a member of the group to adapt to the choices of

the others. These factors are computed starting from information on the relationships of people within the

group, and integrated in the group preference.

Quijano-Sanchez et al. [40] combine individual preferences on the basis of personality and trust of the

group members: a user with a higher personality factor has greater weight, while the group members’

preferences are adapted to be similar to those of the users whom they trust. In order to derive these two

components, the authors perform psychological tests and extract information from social networks.

Personality, represented by means of a weighted graph indicating how the users influence each other, is

used by Kompan and Bielikova [30] too: also here the influence values are produced by means of psychological

tests.

The social aspects considered by Christensen and Schiaffino [14] are trust, social similarity and social

centrality. The first relates to the degree of familiarity between pairs of users, defined in advance, while the

second and the third ones are based on information coming from social networks. Amer-Yahia et al. [5]

propose to rely on affinity, that is, the degree of connection between two users; again, the authors derive

affinities from social network information. These approaches exploit social factors, which needs a prior

knowledge of their values. By contrast, our method computes influences only on the basis of training data.

Some approaches build complex models of users and items to compute both the individual preferences

and the influence values needed to calculate the aggregations. In [49], a probabilistic model learned with

an expectation-maximization procedure is adopted, while Liu et al. [34] and Yuan et al. [51] use latent

Dirichlet allocation. Finally, Kim and El Saddik [28] build a graph for each group containing users and

items, and use random walks with restarts to compute affinities between users and items, and the influence

of the users within the groups.

These methods can only be used with items that are already known to the system, since previously

unknown items cannot be included in the learned model.

Summarizing, our research proposes an aggregation function that derives group preferences from individ-

ual ones, introducing the users’ influence factor so that it works also for new items. Moreover, our influence

values are determined using only the training data, so that no interaction with the users is needed. Finally,
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to the best of our knowledge, ours is the first proposal taking into account the fact that the current context

can modify the influence exerted by the single group members.

2.4. Efficiency of Group Recommenders

The problem of efficiency, certainly not secondary in recommender systems, has first been tackled for the

case of group recommendations in [4], which improves the performance of the disagreement-based strategy

on the basis of the Fagin’s Threshold Algorithm [21]. The idea of this paper is to rely on the fact that, since

the procedure should only produce a small number of items (top-K), it is not necessary to look at all the

available ones. However, the algorithm proposed in [4] is only optimized w.r.t. time, so the same authors

extend their work in [7], focusing on the optimization of space. Fagin-style algorithms are proposed also for

the efficient implementation of the affinity-based methodology of [5].

We also adopt the Fagin’s thresholding mechanism in our group recommendation strategy and, similarly

to [7], we analyze how to reduce the amount of storage devoted to precomputed information, however without

significantly affecting the execution time.

3. Group Recommendation Technique

This section describes our group recommendation strategy. Our approach takes as input the individual

preferences of the users for the items, and provides techniques to aggregate them in order to obtain group

preferences. We set ourselves in the general framework of context-aware recommender systems and suppose

that the preferences of users for items may vary according to their current contexts; therefore each user

preference is associated with the context in which it holds. We also suppose we have a log recording the

history of the items chosen in the past by groups of users and, to be more general, assume that the set of

the items available for the users’ choices may change with time. This is the case of the TV setting of the

running example, but also of other scenarios like event recommendations or recommending movies shown in

theaters now.

The description of our strategy proceeds as follows. Subsection 3.1 introduces the context model we

employ, while Subsection 3.2 presents the data model and the problem statement. The details of our

recommendation technique are given in Subsection 3.3.

3.1. Context Model

The context is constituted by any information that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity

[18]. In particular, in the recommender scenario it represents the situation the users are going through when

choosing the items [2].
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Figure 1: Tree-based representation of the time slot and day context dimensions

The available contexts in a given scenario are described here through a set of n dimensions, each in its

turn associated with a set of possible values [10]. Given the available dimensions and their values, a context

is defined as a set of dimension/value pairs:

c = dimension1 = value1 ∧ . . . ∧ dimensionn = valuen (1)

In our running example there is just one dimension, i.e., the time slot, with two possible values: daytime

and night. Another dimension usually applicable within recommendation systems is the day of the week;

possible values for such a dimension are weekday and weekend. With these two dimensions, the possi-

ble contexts are obtained by combining the values of time slot and day; for instance, a valid context

is time slot = daytime ∧ day = weekend. Figure 1 provides an intuitive tree-based representation of the

time slot and day context dimensions and their values.

In several applications the context is considered as hierarchical [10]. With our model this can be obtained

in two ways: (i) some values could admit subdimensions, e.g., the night value in our example could admit

a subdimension named night part, with values early night and late night. So, time slot = night

∧ day = weekend would be more general than night part = early night ∧ day = weekend; (ii) not all

dimensions must necessarily have a value, for example the context time slot = daytime is actually more

general than time slot = daytime ∧ day = weekend.

We use the symbol � to denote this hierarchical relationship, and the relation � is also naturally defined

as follows: for every ci, cj ∈ C, cj � ci if and only if cj � ci or cj = ci.

Note that here, in order to concentrate on the original aspects of this work (ephemeral group recommen-

dation techniques) in our discussions and examples we consider simple contexts, where all the dimensions

are instantiated. The only hierarchical aspect is given by the presence of a universal context c̃, which is a

special context that applies in all the situations determined by all the other contexts, so it is more general

than all the other contexts. c̃ can be seen as associated with the root node of the tree in Figure 1 and, for
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every context ci, c̃ � ci.

3.2. Data Model and Problem Statement

We consider a set of items I and a set of users U ; any group G ∈ ℘(U) can be extracted from the

set of users. C is the set of possible contexts in the given scenario, where a context in C is either a set of

dimension/value pairs, as in Equation (1), or the universal context c̃. Every item access happens at a time

instant t, in which just a subset of the items in I is available.

L is the log recording the history of the items previously chosen by groups formed in the past, used to

compute the influence of the various users; each element of the log is a 4-ple (tj , cj , Gj , ij) where tj is the

time instant in which the item has been chosen, cj ∈ C, Gj ∈ ℘(U) and ij ∈ I.

H is the log of the past individual choices; we do not specify the details of its elements because they

depend on the specific method chosen for the computation of individual preferences8, a topic out of the

scope of this paper.

score(u, i, c), with u ∈ U , i ∈ I, c ∈ C, is the context-aware scoring function, assigning, for each user,

a score given to the items in the various contexts. In the following it will become clear that also context-

unaware preferences will turn out to be useful; for notational convenience, the non-contextual preferences

are associated with the universal context ~c.

TopK(u, c, t) is the list of the K items preferred by user u in context c, according to the values of

score(u, i, c) for the each i ∈ I available at instant t. For instance, in the TV domain of our running

example, the TopK at a certain time instant may include only programs on the air at that time instant.

In the following we will formally define the contextual influence of user u in context c, indicated by

infl(u, c). The notation infl(u, c̃) is used to denote the non-contextual influence of the user u.

Problem statement. Let U be a set of users, I a set of items, C a set of contexts including also the

universal context ~c. Supposing that the following data are known:

• The context-aware scoring function score(u, i, c), u ∈ U , i ∈ I, c ∈ C.

• The log L recording the history of the items chosen by all past groups.

Then, given a target group G ∈ ℘(U), a context c ∈ C and a time instant t, the problem of group recom-

mendation is defined as recommending to the users in G a list (i.e., an ordered set) of K items, considered

interesting in context c, from those items in I that are available at time instant t.

8We give a quick account of individual preference computation in Section 3.3.1.
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Figure 2: Phases of our recommendation strategy

3.3. Computation of the Recommendations

The phases leading to the computation of the top-K recommendation lists are summarized in Figure

2. Phases 1 and 2 are performed offline, and determine the individual preferences and the user influences.

Phase 3 deals with the computation of the group recommendations, and is performed online, when required

by some group of users. Note that this paper focuses on Phases 2 and 3 (in the dashed rectangle) while the

individual preferences derived in Phase 1 – as specified in the problem statement above – are supposed to

be provided as input. The following subsections describe each phase in detail.

3.3.1. Individual Preference Computation

Even if the details of this phase are out of the scope of the paper, to better explain our technique this

subsection gives a short account of it. The individual preferences are computed offline on the basis of the

log of the past individual choices and on the basis of the item descriptions in terms of their attributes (e.g.,

channel and genre of a TV program), using any recommender system for single users from the literature.

The contextual preferences can be computed using a context-aware recommender system, while the non-

contextual ones – to be associated with the universal context ~c – can be derived through a traditional,

context-unaware recommender system. Since we aim to deal also with new items, we suppose that the

individual preferences for the items be determined through a content-based recommender, which derives

them by combining the preferences for the item attributes. In the case of space efficiency problems, we can

also suppose that, instead of storing the preferences of each user for all the items, only the preferences for
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the values of the item attributes, or for their combinations, be stored. So, for instance, given a user, instead

of storing their preferences for all the available TV programs, we store just their preferences for the channels

and genres, whose number is obviously much smaller. Then, when needed, the preferences for the items can

be easily computed on the fly exploiting the preferences for the item attributes.

Let us now review two possible content-based techniques suitable for the computation of individual

preferences, both contextual and non-contextual.

A common content-based method to compute individual preferences relies on the Naive Bayes classifier

(surveyed for instance in [35]). The score of every attribute value for each user (in each context, if needed) is

computed as the probability of occurrence of that value in the items accessed by that user (in that context);

the score of an item is then determined by aggregating the probabilities of the attribute values associated

with that item using the Bayes formula. Let a be the number of attributes and v the number of possible

values for each attribute. The offline computation of the scores of the attribute values can be performed

scanning the log once, in O(|H|) time, while the online computation of the item scores through the Bayes

formula requires O(a) time. To store the preferences for the attribute values for each user and context

O(a · v|U||C|) space is necessary.

A state-of-the-art content-based technique conceived for the TV domain is that proposed in [15], which

will be employed in the experimental evaluation of Section 5. This technique builds a multidimensional tensor

where the dimensions are represented by users, context dimensions and item attributes. Each element of

the tensor, identified by a specific user and by an assignment of values to the context dimensions and item

attributes, is filled with the number of seconds of viewing of items with those attribute values performed by

the user in that context. The score of an item for a user in a context is then obtained by simply retrieving the

tensor element corresponding to the appropriate user, context and attribute values. The offline computation

of the tensor can be again performed in O(|H|), while online we need just to retrieve the appropriate tensor

element, which can be done in constant time. The tensor maintains a preference for each combination of the

attribute values, so the space needed to store the tensor is O(va|U||C|); here the required space is exponential

in the number of attributes, so this strategy is not advisable when the number of attributes is not negligible.

3.3.2. Influence Computation

The group preference for an item is obtained by aggregating the individual preferences of the group

members on the basis of their influence. In each context c, the influence infl(u, c) of a given user u is derived

offline by comparing the behavior of u when alone (i.e., u’s individual preferences) with u’s behaviors in
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groups (i.e., the interactions contained in the log L). Basically the influence of u tells how many times the

groups containing u have selected one of u’s favorite items.

Let TopK(u, c, t) be the list of the K items preferred by user u in context c, according to the values of

score(u, i, c) for the each i ∈ I available at instant t9. The contextual influence is defined as follows:

infl(u, c) =
|lj ∈ L : c � cj ∧ u ∈ Gj ∧ ij ∈ TopK(u, c, tj)|

|lj ∈ L : c � cj ∧ u ∈ Gj |
(2)

The computation of the influence values requires to scan the log of the past groups activities once, so it

can be performed in O(|L|) time. Moreover, we need to store an influence value for each user and context,

therefore the space needed is O(|U||C|).

The value of infl(u, c) quantifies the ability of user u to direct the group’s decision towards u’s own

tastes while in context c. Note that the non-contextual influences, associated with the universal context ~c,

are computed considering the whole log.

Example 3.1 (Influence). Suppose we compute the influences using K = 1 in Equation (2), i.e., using top

lists of just one item, and suppose that at the time instants of Table 1 the programs preferred by the users

be the following:

• t1: a → p2, b → p1, m → p2

• t2: a → p5, m → p5, s → p4

• t3: b → p8, s → p9

• t4: a → p11, m → p10

• t5: a → p15, b → p13

• t6: b → p16, s → p16

• t7: a → p21, b → p20

that is, at time t1 Alice prefers p2, Bob prefers p1 and Mark prefers p2, and so on. The contextual influence

computations for users Alice, Bob and Mark are as follows:

infl(a, time slot = daytime) = 2/3 = 0.667

infl(b, time slot = daytime) = 2/2 = 1

infl(m, time slot = daytime) = 1/3 = 0.333

9For instance, in the TV domain of our running example, the TopK at a certain time instant may include only programs
on the air at that time instant.
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infl(a, time slot = night) = 2/2 = 1

infl(b, time slot = night) = 1/3 = 0.333

infl(a, ~c) = 4/5 = 0.8

infl(b, ~c) = 3/5 = 0.6

infl(m, ~c) = 1/3 = 0.333

The non-contextual influences, associated with the universal context ~c, are computed using the whole log.

Moreover, the value of infl(m, time slot = night) cannot be computed, because Mark provided no feedback

in the context time slot = night.

3.3.3. Top-K Group Recommendation Computation

Top-K recommendations are computed online, when a group of users requires that the system suggests

some interesting items to be enjoyed together. The system must compute the group preferences for the

items, and then determine the K items with the highest scores.

Given a group G ∈ ℘(U), its preference score(G, i, c) for i ∈ I in the context c ∈ C is computed as the

average of the preferences of its members weighed on the basis of each member’s influence in context c:

score(G, i, c) =

∑
u∈G infl(u, c) · score(u, i, c)∑

u∈G infl(u, c)
(3)

Please notice that, if the number of contexts is high, it may well happen that some users are not

associated with feedbacks in some contexts. In these cases, the non-contextual preferences (associated with

the universal context ~c) can be used.

Then, the top-K list of items preferred by a certain group G in context c at time instant t is determined

as follows:

1 ) • If all the members of G have provided feedback in context c, compute a context-aware score for

all the items using Equation (3).

• Otherwise, compute a score for all the items using, in Equation (3), the universal context ~c

instead of the context c.

2 ) Retrieve the K items with the greatest scores among those available at time t.

We call this recommendation method CtxInfl.

Note that, initially, to determine the group preferences for contexts when some of the group members

have not provided feedback, we thought of using non-contextual values of preference and influence just for
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those users for whom the contextual values are not known, thus mixing context-aware and context-unaware

quantities in the computation. In this way, Step 1 above would be replaced by the following:

1 ’) Compute a context-aware score for all the items using Equation (3). If a user u′ ∈ G has not provided

feedback in context c, replace in Equation (3) score(u′, i, c) and infl(u′, i, c) with score(u′, i, ~c) and

infl(u′, i, ~c).

We dub this alternative strategy CtxInflMix. However we will see in Section 5 that CtxInflMix shows

a really bad behavior in the experiments, so we propose the alternative that does not mix contextual and

non-contextual quantities. In the following example we show the behavior of both CtxInfl and CtxInflMix.

Example 3.2 (Score computation). Suppose that at instant t8, during daytime, a group composed of Bob

and Mark is watching TV, and they want a recommendation for a program among the available ones:

p22, p23, p24, p25, and p26. Note that this group is never recorded in the log: it is the first time that

these two users watch TV together without other people. The following individual preference values are

given: score(b, p22, time slot = daytime) = 0.8, score(b, p23, time slot = daytime) = 0.3, score(b, p24,

time slot = daytime) = 0.4, score(b, p25, time slot = daytime) = 0.2, score(b, p26, time slot = daytime)

= 0.1, score(m, p22, time slot = daytime) = 0.2, score(m, p23, time slot = daytime) = 0.6, score(m, p24,

time slot = daytime) = 0.9, score(m, p25, time slot = daytime) = 0.1, score(m, p26, time slot = daytime)

= 0.5. The group scores for the five available items are computed as weighted averages. Since both users have

provided feedback in the context time slot = daytime, CtxInfl employs contextual preferences and influences

in Equation (3). Using the influence values computed in Example 3.1:

score({b,m}, p22, time slot = daytime) = 1·0.8+0.333·0.2
1+0.333 = 0.650

score({b,m}, p23, time slot = daytime) = 1·0.3+0.333·0.6
1+0.333 = 0.375

score({b,m}, p24, time slot = daytime) = 1·0.4+0.333·0.9
1+0.333 = 0.525

score({b,m}, p25, time slot = daytime) = 1·0.2+0.333·0.1
1+0.333 = 0.175

score({b,m}, p26, time slot = daytime) = 1·0.1+0.333·0.5
1+0.333 = 0.200

Therefore, the system recommends p22 to the group. Note that the choice is guided by the heavier influence

of Bob.

Suppose now that at instant t9, in the context time slot = night, a group with Alice, Bob and Mark

is watching TV and needs a recommendation, choosing among p27, p28 and p29. Since Mark provided no

feedback in the context time slot = night, CtxInfl uses non-contextual preferences and influences. The

following preferences are given: score(a, p27, ~c)=0.9, score(a, p28, ~c)=0.1, score(a, p29, ~c)=0.6, score(b,
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p27, ~c)=0.2, score(b, p28, ~c)= 0.9, score(b, p29, ~c)=0.3, score(m, p27, ~c)=0.3, score(m, p28, ~c)= 0.7,

score(m, p29, ~c)=0.5. The group scores for the three available items are computed using the non-contextual

influences of Example 3.1 and the non-contextual preferences:

score({a, b,m}, p27, time slot = night) = 0.8·0.9+0.6·0.2+0.333·0.3
0.8+0.6+0.333 = 0.542

score({a, b,m}, p28, time slot = night) = 0.8·0.1+0.6·0.9+0.333·0.7
0.8+0.6+0.333 = 0.492

score({a, b,m}, p29, time slot = night) = 0.8·0.6+0.6·0.3+0.333·0.5
0.8+0.6+0.333 = 0.477

Therefore, the system recommends program p27 to the group.

Suppose now we employ CtxInflMix instead of CtxInfl with the group constituted by Bob and Mark dur-

ing daytime. CtxInflMix behaves exactly like CtxInfl at instant t8, because contextual feedback is avail-

able from both users. At time instant t9, on the contrary, a recommendation is required for Alice, Bob

and Mark during the night, and Mark’s feedback during the night is missing. In this case CtxInflMix

uses contextual preferences and influences for Alice and Bob, and non-contextual preferences and influ-

ence – referred to the universal context ~c – for Mark. Suppose that the following preferences be given

during the night: score(a, p27, time slot = night)=0.4, score(a, p28, time slot = night)=0.3, score(a,

p29, time slot = night)=0.5, score(b, p27, time slot = night)=0.4, score(b, p28, time slot = night)=

0.5, score(b, p29, time slot = night)=0.6. The group scores for the three available items are computed as

follows:

score({a, b,m}, p27, time slot = night) = 1·0.4+0.333·0.4+0.333·0.3
1+0.333+0.333 = 0.380

score({a, b,m}, p28, time slot = night) = 1·0.3+0.333·0.5+0.333·0.7
1+0.333+0.333 = 0.420

score({a, b,m}, p29, time slot = night) = 1·0.5+0.333·0.6+0.333·0.5
1+0.333+0.333 = 0.520

Therefore, CtxInflMix recommends program p29 to the group.

4. Efficient Online Computation of the Group Recommendations

Once an accurate group recommendation strategy has been designed, the subsequent step is to make it

efficient, to be able to recommend top-K lists on the fly.

The on-the-fly computation of the top-K recommendation lists is executed by Phase 3 in Figure 2, taking

as input individual preferences and influences. In Section 3.3.3 the computation of the top-K recommenda-

tions for a group is performed by determining the group preferences for all the items, and then by choosing

the K items with the highest scores. In this section, we concentrate on this phase, and propose an algorithm

to make the online computation of the top-K recommendations faster.

In particular, since the number of items may be very large and significantly bigger than K, computing all
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the ranks may be highly inefficient. In such situations the top-K list may be computed more efficiently by

conveniently extending the information that is precomputed offline and given in input to Phase 3 with the

relevance lists associated with each pair (user, context) (see Figure 3). The relevance list associated with

user u and context c is the list of the items in decreasing order with respect to the individual contextual

preferences of u in context c. Once the relevance lists are available, we exploit the principles at the basis of

the Threshold Algorithm (TA) of [21] to make the computations faster.

In the rest of this section we start by overviewing the TA thresholding principle (Subsection 4.1), and

then explain how this mechanism can be applied to our scenario (Subsection 4.2).

4.1. TA Thresholding Principle

The TA algorithm, proposed by Fagin et al. [21], introduces a thresholding principle to make top-K

computations faster. The aim of TA is to quickly determine the top-K items in the situations where the score

of an item is derived by aggregating the scores of individual components and the relevance lists associated

with the individual components are available. The relevance list of a component is the list of items in

decreasing order on the basis of their scores for that component.

TA can be applied to several domains. For instance, the items we want to rank may be tuples of a

relational database, with the individual components concurring to the score being the tuple attribute values,

whose scores will be aggregated to compute the score of a tuple. Another example are text documents, where

the score of a document can be computed by aggregating the scores of the keywords included in the document;

in this case, the keywords play the role of the individual components.

For example, consider the document ordering case. Suppose that there are four documents d1, d2, d3

and d4, and two keywords w1 and w2. Each keyword is associated with a relevance list, containing the

documents in decreasing order on the basis of their scores for that keyword. Sample relevance lists, in which

besides the ordered documents we include also their scores, are the following: w1: {(d3, 0.9), (d1, 0.6), (d2,
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0.2), (d4, 0.1)}; w2: {(d2, 0.8), (d3, 0.7), (d4, 0.3), (d1, 0.1)}.

TA proceeds by scanning the relevance lists of the individual components in parallel, computing the

aggregated score for all the items that are met. To avoid processing unnecessary items, TA applies a thresh-

olding principle. Let aggr be the aggregation function employed to aggregate the scores of the individual

components of an item. After the items at position j in the relevance lists have been processed, a threshold

is computed aggregating through aggr the component scores of the items at position j in the relevance lists;

note that to compute the threshold we are aggregating component scores referred to different items. If the

top-K list contains K items and the lowest score currently in the list exceeds the threshold, then the authors

prove that it is useless to analyze the remaining items. This thresholding principle is applicable when the

aggregation function aggr is monotone, i.e., if aggr(x1, . . . , xm) ≤ aggr(y1, . . . , ym) whenever xh ≤ yh for

every h ∈ {1, . . . ,m}.

Let us go on with the document ranking example, supposing that K=1 and the aggr function is the

arithmetic average, which is monotone. TA starts scanning the documents at position 1 in the relevance lists

and computes their aggregated scores: 0.8 for d3 and 0.5 for d2. Then, the threshold is computed as 0.85,

i.e., the average of 0.9 and 0.8. Since the current top item has a score lower than the threshold, TA proceeds

by considering the documents at position 2 in the relevance lists, computing their aggregated scores: 0.35

for d1, while d3 is ignored because it has already been analyzed. The new threshold is 0.65; since now the

score of the top item is greater than the threshold, the algorithm terminates by outputting document d3

without considering the remaining items.

4.2. Efficient Recommendation Algorithm

Let us now see how the TA principles can be applied to our scenario. Here, the user preferences are

context-aware, so we have to compute a relevance list for each pair (user, context); these lists must be built

offline and added to the input of the online top-K recommendation algorithm. In fact, for each context, the

users can be considered as the individual components whose preferences have to be aggregated. Making a

parallel with the document ranking example above, the items play the role of the documents, and the users

that of the keywords. Moreover, our aggregation function – a weighted average – is clearly monotone.

As in the original TA, to compute the top-K for a certain group in a given context we maintain a list

of the top-K items found so far and scan in parallel the relevance lists of each group member in each given

context. When an item with a score that is greater than the lowest one in the top-K is met, it is added

to the top-K list replacing the worst one. Once all the items at position j in the relevance lists have been

processed, the TA thresholding principle is applied.
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In more detail, let RLuc be the relevance list of user u in context c and RLuc(j) the j-th element in this

list. The threshold after all the items at position j in the relevance lists have been processed is as follows:

thresholdj =

∑
u∈G score(u,RLuc(j), c) · infl(u, c)∑

u∈G infl(u, c)
(4)

According to the TA thresholding principle, if the top-K list contains exactly K items and all of them have

a score higher than the threshold, then no further items are analyzed.

To speed up the process when K is large, similarly to [4], we employ a min-heap instead of a list to

maintain the top-K items. A min-heap is a tree-based data structure conceived to store ordered sets of

objects. Indeed, the min-heap allows constant time access to the root element (which is that with the lowest

score) and requires logarithmic time to add and remove elements. The min-heap guarantees that the root

element be always the one with the lowest score, but the remaining elements are not ordered, which is

sufficient in our case.

Moreover, note that the described technique requires that the relevance lists for each pair (user, context)

be added to the inputs of the online top-K recommendation algorithm, and therefore precomputed offline

and stored. When it is needed to save disk space, we allow to store just the upper part of the relevance lists,

e.g., the top 30% items.

Algorithm 1 provides an efficient computation of the top-K group recommendations relying on contextual

user influence. It takes as input the group needing the recommendations, the current context, the relevance

lists of the group members, their individual preferences and influence values. As explained above, the

relevance lists may have a length lower than the total number of items, in order to save disk space; we

suppose that all the relevance lists have the same length. Moreover, if at the time instant t when the

recommendations are required only a subset of the items is available, just those items must be included in

the relevance lists.

The algorithm starts by determining whether, according to what is explained in Section 3.3.3, it is possible

to use the contextual preferences and influences (Lines 2-4). This task is performed with the help of the

ChooseContext function, given in Algorithm 2; Algorithm 2 provides two versions of ChooseContext,

the first realizes the CtxInfl variant and the second realizes the CtxInflMix variant of our method (see

Section 3.3.3). Then, Algorithm 1 proceeds initializing the min-heap (Line 5); our min-heap contains pairs

<item, score>, where the score is used for the ordering. The while loop at Line 7 scans the relevance lists

in parallel until there are no more available items, or the heap is full and the threshold is reached. When
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an item that has not been processed yet is met, if the min-heap contains less than K items, then the item

is added to the min-heap (Line 13); if the min-heap is full but the group score (computed through Equation

(3)) is greater than the lowest one in the min-heap, then the item is inserted replacing the item with the

lowest score currently in the min-heap (Line 15). After all the items at a given position in the relevance

lists have been processed, at Line 19 the threshold is computed using Equation (4). If the while loop ends

because the threshold has been reached, then the algorithm terminates returning the top-K list; on the

contrary, if the loop ends because all the items stored in the relevance lists have been processed but the

threshold has not been reached, there is no guarantee that the min-heap really contains the best K items,

so all the remaining ones, which have not been included in the relevance lists to save disk space, must be

processed (Lines 21-23). Note that the min-heap contains the best K items, but they are not sorted. Thus,

if an ordered list of K items is required a sorting algorithm must be applied (Line 24).

Algorithm 1 Efficient online computation of group recommendations relying on contextual user influence

1: function ComputeTopK(G ∈ ℘(U), c ∈ C, relevance list RLuc for each u ∈ G, relevance list RLu~c for each
u ∈ G, individual preferences, influence values)

2: for all u ∈ G do
3: cu = ChooseContext(G, u, c)
4: end for
5: topkMinHeap is the min-heap storing the top-K
6: processedItemsSet is a set containing the items processed so far
7: while relevance lists not ended ∧ (topkMinHeap.size< K ∨ score of root of topkMinHeap ≤ threshold) do
8: for all u ∈ G do
9: item = next item from RLucu

10: if item/∈ processedItemsSet then
11: Add item to processedItemsSet
12: if topkMinHeap.size<K then
13: Insert <item, score(G, item, cu)> into topkMinHeap
14: else if score(G, item, cu) > score of the root of topkMinHeap then
15: Replace the root of topkMinHeap with <item, score(G, item, cu)>
16: end if
17: end if
18: end for
19: Compute threshold with Equation (4)
20: end while
21: if threshold was not reached then
22: Process all the remaining items
23: end if
24: topkList = compute (ordered) top-K list from topkMinHeap // Order only if ordered top-K list required
25: return topkList
26: end function

Let us now evaluate the time complexity of the algorithm in the worst case. Let n be the number of items

(n < |I| when not all the items are available at the current time instant) and a the number of item attributes

(e.g., genre and channel of a TV program). We consider that the computation of one item score starting
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Algorithm 2 Choice of the context to be used for a user with CtxInfl and CtxInflMix

1: function ChooseContext(G ∈ ℘(U), u ∈ G, c ∈ C) // CtxInfl
2: if all users in G provided feedback in context c then
3: return c
4: else
5: return ~c

6: end if
7: end function

8: function ChooseContext(G ∈ ℘(U), u ∈ G, c ∈ C) // CtxInflMix
9: if u provided feedback in context c then

10: return c
11: else
12: return ~c

13: end if
14: end function

from the scores of its attributes can be performed in O(a) time. The algorithm analyzes at most n items, and

for each item it may need to (i) check its membership in the set of the processed items (constant time), (ii)

compute the group score, by computing the individual scores (O(|G|a)) and combining them (O(|G|)), (iii)

add the item to the min-heap or replace the root (O(logK)). Also the threshold computation is executed at

most n times, and requires O(|G|a) time. Finally, if an ordered list is required, the items in the min-heap can

be ordered in O(K logK). Globally, considering a as negligible, the worst case complexity of the algorithm

is O(n|G| + n logK + K logK). Note that, using a standard list instead of a heap, the complexity would

have been O(n|G|+nK), so the heap is helpful when K is not negligible. The thresholding principle applied

by Algorithm 1 allows to analyze n′ < n items, thus reducing the time to O(n′|G|+n′ logK +K logK). We

will show in the experimental section (Section 5.3) that when there are many items the gain may be very

relevant.

The group size |G| is often negligible with respect to the number of items. For instance, in the real TV

dataset employed in the experiments of Section 5 the average group size is 2.26. Also the other domains

studied in the literature are associated with rather small average group sizes, even if with some differences:

for place visit the reported values are 3.98 [34] and 4.68 [51], for online events 97.64 [34], for real events 10.75

[34] and 20.3 [51], and for online communities of interest 31 [28]. However, it seems reasonable to assume

that in certain domains, like online events and communities of interest, the size of the group may grow

consistently. In such cases, the usage of an efficient algorithm like ours would become even more crucial.

Let us now consider the space efficiency. Let v be the number of values for an item attribute. To run

Algorithm 1, the following data need to be stored: (i) the relevance lists (O(|I||U||C|)); (ii) the preferences

for the item attribute values (O(a · v|U||C|)); (iii) the influence values (O(|U||C|)). Considering a and v as
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User Bob
Item Score
p22 0.8
p24 0.4
p23 0.3

User Mark
Item Score
p24 0.9
p23 0.6
p26 0.5

Figure 4: Relevance lists for the users Bob and Mark in context time slot = daytime, used in Example 4.1

negligible, the required space is O(|I||U||C|). As mentioned above, we can limit the space by storing just

a portion of the relevance lists, thus reducing the |I| term. Please notice that in some circumstances the

storage space may actually be an issue. Consider for instance a dataset with size similar to the well-known

Last.fm [9], with 1 million items and 300,000 users. Suppose that the contextual dimensions are the time

slot and the day of the week, with 8 time slots and 7 days and therefore a total of 56 different contexts. If

an entry of the relevance list requires 8 bytes to be stored, the total disk space needed is about 120 TB.

Such a size might be troublesome, also considering that users, items and contexts might be even more. In

such a situation, mitigating the problem by storing just the upper portion of the relevance lists may be

an important help. We remark that, as explained in Section 3.3.1, it is not required that the preferences

for all the items be stored, because they can be easily derived on the basis of the preferences for the item

attributes.

Example 4.1 (Efficient computation of the group recommendations). Let us now efficiently compute the

contextual group recommendations of Example 3.2 using Algorithm 1. The algorithm receives as input the

relevance lists given in Figure 4, for the users Bob and Mark, related to the context time slot = daytime.

For the sake of the example, we include in the relevance lists also the scores of the items, which actually could

be computed on the fly from the scores of the item attributes (e.g., genre and channel of the TV program).

Note that, to save disk space, the lists contain just the top-3 items for each user, while the available items

are five. The algorithm also takes as input the relevance lists of the universal context ~c, but for brevity we

omit to specify them because in this example they are not used. We use the influence values computed in

Example 3.1.

At Lines 2-4, the algorithm determines that the context-aware preferences and influences can be used in

the computation, since both Bob and Mark provided feedback during daytime.

Lines 5-6 perform the necessary initializations: topkMinHeap is set to the empty min-heap, processedItems-

Set to the empty set.

Then, the while loop at Line 7 is executed. At the first iteration, the items in the first position of

the relevance lists, p22 and p24, are considered. p22 is added to processedItemsSet, then its group score
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is computed as 0.650 and the pair < p22, 0.650 > is added to the min-heap. Then, also p24 is added to

processedItemsSet and its group score is computed as 0.525; since the min-heap is full (we need to recommend

just one item, and it actually contains one item) and the group score of p24 is lower than that of the

item currently in the min-heap, p24 is not added to the min-heap. Line 19 computes the threshold as

1·0.8+0.333·0.9
1+0.333 = 0.825. Since the lowest (and only) score in the min-heap is lower than the threshold, the

algorithm proceeds with the next iteration.

At the second iteration, the items at the second position of the relevance lists, p24 and p23, are analyzed.

p24 is already in processedItemsSet, so it is not considered any longer. p23, on the contrary, is added to

processedItemsSet and its group score is computed as 0.375; since the min-heap is full and the score of p23

is lower than that of the item in the min-heap, p23 is not added to the min-heap. Line 19 computes the

threshold as 1·0.4+0.333·0.6
1+0.333 = 0.450. Since the lowest (and only) score in the min-heap is greater than the

threshold, the algorithm stops and retrieves the item p22 as the required recommendation.

Note that in this very simple example only three out of five items have been processed to derive the required

recommendation. Note also that the algorithm – to save disk space – has received as input just the upper 3/5

of the relevance lists; still, it has been possible to compute the required recommendation without processing

the items excluded from the relevance lists.

5. Experiments

We evaluated our group recommender system from two perspectives: accuracy and efficiency. The section

begins with a summary of the main results (Subsection 5.1), and proceeds with the discussion of accuracy

(Subsection 5.2) and efficiency (Subsection 5.3).

5.1. Summary of the Evaluation

The experiments assess the quality of the group recommendation technique proposed in this paper with

respect to both accuracy and efficiency.

The accuracy is evaluated using a dataset in the TV domain, a domain particularly suitable to carry out

this appraisal, because we are interested in new items and in such a domain most of the items are new. The

experiments prove that our strategy outperforms the existing approaches in terms of recall and, in more

detail, the performance gain grows:

• When the recommendation list is shorter, because many users watch just a limited number of channels,

and therefore even simple strategies are able to identify the proper program in lists containing a large
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number of items.

• When the group size is larger, because in large groups social factors are more important.

• When the group is more heterogeneous, because if the group is homogeneous the members have the

same tastes, and therefore it is not important who are the most influencing ones.

The experiments show also the relevance of employing the context in the influence computation, by compar-

ing the method proposed in this paper with a variant of itself adopting non-contextual influences. Moreover,

the significance of the improvements is confirmed through a statistical test.

The efficiency of computing top-K recommendation lists online is assessed by determining the execution

time and the number of items to be processed to provide online top-K recommendations, relying on the

same TV dataset of the accuracy evaluation plus an additional partially synthetic one derived from Last.fm.

The experiments show that our TA-based algorithm can substantially speed up the recommendation process,

thus allowing a more fluid interaction with the recommender system. In addition, the experiments show

that for the employed datasets the length of the relevance lists might be significantly reduced, saving disk

space, without affecting the efficiency.

5.2. Accuracy Evaluation and Discussion

The dataset from the TV domain we used for accuracy evaluation contains implicit feedback as well

as context information. Actually, the TV scenario is a perfect setting for evaluating our approach: first,

watching TV is a typical group activity, and, second, many kinds of TV programs – like the movies – are

broadcast once and then not any longer, at least for a long time, and this makes the “new item” problem

extremely relevant.

Do note that the dataset we employed contains implicit feedback obtained from the observation of real

groups constituted by people really watching TV together, whereas several approaches from the literature

(e.g., [39, 6]) use datasets containing just individual feedback (like Movielens), but the groups are built

“artificially”.

As a consequence, by using this dataset, we have been able to simulate a very large user study, using a

test set composed of real people: our system produced the recommendations of the TV programs to groups

of the test set who actually watched TV together, and these recommendations were checked against the real

choices of that group in that specific moment. If the recommended item was the one that had been actually

chosen by the group, we considered the users satisfied by the recommendation.
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This is tantamount to conducting a very rich user study where the recruited group members really discuss

with each other about the TV program to be watched together, but we have many more users and logged

interactions than those usually available in user studies: the experiment dataset contains almost 8 thousand

users, while the test set contains a time period of about 15 days – i.e., more than two hundred thousand

entries.

We actually found two more (publicly available) datasets containing feedback by real groups: Meetup,

adopted in [34], and Plancast, employed in [51]. Unfortunately, they both contain just group feedback,

and this makes them unsuitable to test our methodology, where the computation of the influence needs a

comparison between the behavior of a user when alone and when in groups, and therefore, besides group

feedback, it requires individual feedback as well.

Note that another, publicly released TV dataset[32] was built through a user study and contains individ-

ual feedback: each log entry indicates the item chosen by an individual user and the context. The context

information specifies also whether the user was alone or in a group when choosing the item, thus making it

possible to distinguish the group viewings from the individual ones, but the identity of the possible other

group members is not known and in most cases they did not even participate in the user study. Since the

feedback from the other group members is not available their preferences and influences cannot be computed;

this makes our recommendation algorithm not applicable, and therefore this dataset cannot be employed to

check its accuracy.

The preference functions adopted to determine the contextual and non-contextual scores of the items

for the single users in the TV dataset are those recently proposed in [15], a state-of-the-art technique to

generate TV program recommendations for individual users relying on implicit feedback. It is a content-

based method, thus allows to compute users’ preference values also for new items.

Note again that, as underlined in the running example, in this special domain all the recommendation

lists are generated, rather than as subsets of the whole set of items (i.e., available TV programs), just as

subsets of the programs aired at the time instant in which the recommendation is required.

5.2.1. Dataset

The employed dataset contains TV viewing information related to 7,921 users and 119 channels, broad-

cast both over the air and by satellite. The dataset is composed of an electronic program guide (EPG)

containing the description of 21,194 distinct programs, and a log containing both individual and group

viewings performed by the users. The attributes available for each program in the EPG are its genre and

the channel on which it is transmitted.
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Table 2: Time slots
Start time End time Description

02:00:00 07:00:00 Graveyard slot

07:00:00 09:00:00 Early morning

09:00:00 12:00:00 Morning

12:00:00 15:00:00 Daytime

15:00:00 18:00:00 Early fringe

18:00:00 20:30:00 Prime access

20:30:00 22:30:00 Prime time

22:30:00 02:00:00 Late fringe

time_slot

graveyard
Slot

early
Morning

morning daytime early
Fringe

prime
Access

prime
Time

late
Fringe

weekday weekend

day

Figure 5: Tree-based representation of the context dimensions available in the experiments

The log spans from December 3rd, 2012 to March 1st, 2013 and contains 4,968,231 entries, among

which we retained just the syntonizations longer than three minutes. 3,519,167 viewings are performed by

individual users, and are those used to feed the methodology [15] for the computation of the individual

preferences of the group members. The remaining 1,449,064 viewings have been done by more than one

person. Each log row specifies the identifier of the user and that of the program watched, along with start

time and end time. Start and end times were employed to derive the day of the week (weekday vs. weekend)

and the time slot, which are the context dimensions considered in the experiments; the available values

for the time slot are shown in Table 2, while Figure 5 provides a tree-based representation of the context

dimensions and their values.

The group viewings were split into a training set, including the syntonizations between December 3rd,

2012 and February 15th, 2013 (1,210,316 entries), and a test set, containing the remaining ones (238,748

entries). The former was used as the log L in input to the formulas proposed in this paper, while the latter

was employed to assess the quality of the obtained recommendations.

5.2.2. Evaluation Metrics

We evaluated the performance of our recommendation algorithm using Recall@K, a value that describes

the number of test items included in recommendation lists of length K, computed at the instant in which

the viewing of the test items started and in the context in which they were watched.
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More formally, let v be a program view in the test set, vt the start time of the view, vG the group of

users that watched the program, vi the program watched and vc the context in which the view took place.

TopK(G, c, t) indicates the set of top-K items for the group G in context c among those on the air at time

instant t, determined using the recommendation methodology to be evaluated. Recall@K is computed as

follows:

Recall@K =
|v ∈ Test Set : vi ∈ TopK(vG, vc, vt)|

|v ∈ Test Set|
(5)

We executed experiments for K = 1, K = 2 and K = 3.

5.2.3. Compared Methods

The method proposed by this paper, dubbed CtxInfl, was compared with several other techniques, among

those presented in Section 2 that allow to recommend new items to ephemeral groups:

• Average (AVG)

• Least misery (LM)

• Maximum satisfaction (MS)

• The approach of [4], taking into account the disagreement between the group members (DIS)

• The GreedyVar algorithm proposed in [33], exploiting the concept of fairness (FAI)

• Weighted average using the expertise, where the expertise of a user u in our experiments is defined as

the number of program viewings performed by u (EXP)

In addition, our methodology was compared with a version of itself exploiting only non-contextual in-

fluences, i.e., computing influences always using the universal context ~c in Equation (2); this approach is

named Infl. Such a comparison is important to verify whether using the context to model the influence may

actually provide a performance gain.

Finally, we compared CtxInfl with its CtxInflMix variant described in Section 3.

Besides the evaluation on the whole test set, we also executed experiments considering different subsets

of the test items on the basis of group size, heterogeneity and demographic features . About the group sizes,

we measured the recall related to the groups containing two (192,378 test items), three (35,216 test items),

four (9,739 test items) and five (1,151 test items) members. The heterogeneity of the group was measured

using the Spearman’s footrule distance with location parameter ` [22] between top-K lists10, employing

10The Spearman’s footrule distance is the L1 distance between two permutations of the elements of a domain. Let τ1 and τ2
be two permutations of the elements of a domain D, and let τ ′1 and τ ′2 be the functions assigning the position of each element
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K = 3 and ` = K + 1. The distance was measured between the top-3 lists of favorite items of all the pairs

of group members and then averaged. The values of this distance range from 0 if the top-3 lists of the

users contain the same items identically ordered, to 12 if the top-3 lists of the users are completely disjoint.

We measured the recall related to the groups with average distance h such that h ≤ 4 (46,935 test items),

4 < h ≤ 8 (99,333 test items), and h > 8 (92,480 test items). Regarding the demographic features, we

considered first the gender: groups composed only of adult females (15,921 test items), adult males (4,953

test items), children aged less than or equal to 14, whose gender is not specified in our data (2,991 test

items). In addition, we subset the test items on the basis of the age slot: groups constituted only by people

aged between 15 and 30 (1,718 test items), between 31 and 50 (23,120 test items), and more than 50 (123,919

test items).

Moreover recall that, in Section 3, we explained that CtxInfl uses non-contextual preferences and influ-

ences (i.e., those associated with the universal context ~c) for the groups containing at least one member

whose feedback in the context of interest is unknown. As a consequence, CtxInfl and Infl apply exactly

the same formulas to all the test items v such that at least one user in vG provided no feedback in the

context vc, thus making scarcely significant the comparison of CtxInfl and Infl on these items. Therefore,

to better analyze the relevance of the context in influence modeling we compared CtxInfl and Infl also on

further restrictions of the test sets listed above, containing just the test items v such that all the users in vG

provided their feedbacks in the context vc. Each test set obtained through this further restriction contains

about 90% of the original test items.

Conversely, CtxInfl and CtxInflMix behave in the same way on all the test items v such that all the users

in vG provided feedback in the context vc, thus to better compare these two strategies we ran them on the

restrictions of the test sets above obtained by reducing them to the test items v such that at least one user

in vG provided no feedback in the context vc. Each test set obtained in this way contains about 10% of the

test items of the original ones.

5.2.4. Results

In this subsection we present the results obtained in the experiments. Tables 3, 4 and 5 show, respectively,

Recall@1, Recall@2 and Recall@3, expressed in percentage, measured on the whole test set and on the test

of D respectively in the permutations τ1 and τ2. The Spearman’s footrule distance between τ1 and τ2 is defined as follows:

F (τ1, τ2) =
∑
i∈D
|τ ′1(i)− τ ′2(i)|

The Spearman’s footrule distance with location parameter ` is a variation allowing to deal with top-K lists, where all the
elements of the domain not included in the top-K list are placed by default at position `.
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Table 3: Recall@1
Test set CtxInfl CtxInflMix Infl AVG LM MS DIS FAI EXP

All 37.83% 37.54% 36.09% 33.24% 30.35% 31.91% 33.57% 32.45% 34.56%

Group size = 2 38.36% 38.13% 36.75% 34.18% 31.71% 33.21% 34.47% 33.44% 35.52%
Group size = 3 35.42% 34.92% 33.37% 29.54% 25.87% 27.04% 30.10% 28.64% 30.54%
Group size = 4 36.58% 35.85% 33.54% 28.80% 21.27% 24.78% 29.41% 27.40% 31.34%
Group size = 5 36.40% 37.01% 33.28% 30.76% 19.55% 26.24% 30.84% 27.19% 28.32%

h ≤ 4 46.98% 46.78% 45.91% 43.07% 42.71% 42.40% 43.16% 42.97% 44.33%
4 < h ≤ 8 39.90% 39.60% 38.16% 35.38% 33.01% 33.85% 35.79% 34.61% 36.88%
h > 8 30.96% 30.65% 28.87% 25.95% 21.21% 24.50% 26.30% 24.77% 27.12%

Females 39.16% 39.24% 38.26% 35.15% 32.45% 34.55% 35.31% 34.71% 37.35%
Males 37.43% 37.23% 36.34% 34.34% 31.70% 32.83% 34.85% 32.26% 34.67%
Children 0-14 32.23% 31.73% 30.39% 30.26% 28.22% 29.25% 30.39% 27.92% 31.06%

14 < age ≤ 30 32.36% 32.25% 31.32% 29.34% 28.99% 29.45% 29.10% 28.87% 31.26%
30 < age ≤ 50 30.44% 30.20% 29.01% 27.66% 25.95% 26.57% 27.91% 26.25% 28.14%
age > 50 41.31% 41.01% 39.53% 36.52% 33.82% 35.44% 36.91% 36.44% 37.96%

Table 4: Recall@2
Test set CtxInfl CtxInflMix Infl AVG LM MS DIS FAI EXP

All 54.09% 53.87% 53.25% 51.61% 47.10% 50.56% 51.94% 50.04% 52.48%

Group size = 2 54.80% 54.59% 54.15% 52.84% 48.62% 51.98% 53.12% 51.16% 53.67%
Group size = 3 51.48% 51.27% 50.09% 47.50% 41.51% 45.76% 47.92% 45.79% 48.00%
Group size = 4 50.40% 49.84% 48.24% 43.54% 38.26% 41.28% 44.56% 44.38% 47.08%
Group size = 5 49.52% 49.43% 47.61% 46.66% 43.44% 43.44% 47.00% 44.83% 43.87%

h ≤ 4 65.70% 65.54% 65.16% 64.47% 62.91% 63.82% 64.43% 62.02% 64.87%
4 < h ≤ 8 56.68% 56.52% 55.99% 54.32% 50.18% 53.30% 54.70% 53.02% 55.45%
h > 8 45.40% 45.09% 44.27% 42.18% 35.77% 40.89% 42.65% 40.77% 43.03%

Females 56.27% 56.16% 56.28% 54.05% 49.08% 53.52% 54.31% 52.75% 56.12%
Males 52.74% 52.51% 51.50% 51.46% 46.25% 50.41% 51.65% 51.02% 51.36%
Children 0-14 47.01% 47.04% 48.08% 48.01% 44.93% 43.70% 48.75% 43.53% 49.11%

14 < age ≤ 30 45.17% 44.94% 46.16% 46.10% 45.17% 45.98% 46.57% 45.52% 44.88%
30 < age ≤ 50 44.81% 44.47% 43.98% 42.93% 40.85% 42.37% 43.60% 42.35% 43.41%
age > 50 58.56% 58.36% 57.78% 56.36% 51.91% 55.59% 56.58% 54.44% 57.33%

sets restricted, as explained above, on the basis of group size, heterogeneity and demographic features. Table

6, on the other hand, compares only CtxInfl and Infl showing Recall@1, Recall@2 and Recall@3 on the test

sets further restricted by removing the test items v such that at least one user in vG did not provide feedback

in the context vc. Table 7, finally, shows Recall@1, Recall@2 and Recall@3 for CtxInfl and CtxInflMix on

the test sets restricted by removing the test items v such that all the users in vG provided feedback in

the context vc. The tables report on the rows the test set composition, and on the columns the employed

technique. Our algorithm CtxInfl and its variants CtxInflMix and Infl were run setting K = 1 in Equation

(2), since this is the value achieving the best results.
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Table 5: Recall@3
Test set CtxInfl CtxInflMix Infl AVG LM MS DIS FAI EXP

All 64.27% 64.11% 64.06% 62.94% 58.26% 61.82% 63.25% 60.63% 63.43%

Group size = 2 65.11% 64.92% 64.99% 64.10% 59.71% 63.12% 64.34% 61.74% 64.48%
Group size = 3 61.18% 61.15% 60.76% 59.19% 52.82% 57.54% 59.81% 56.71% 59.51%
Group size = 4 60.12% 59.90% 59.06% 55.42% 50.48% 53.26% 55.93% 54.11% 57.91%
Group size = 5 59.69% 59.08% 58.73% 54.30% 55.60% 54.30% 54.21% 54.74% 59.08%

h ≤ 4 75.69% 75.60% 75.70% 74.98% 73.11% 74.32% 75.30% 71.28% 75.33%
4 < h ≤ 8 67.02% 66.91% 66.93% 65.96% 61.70% 64.95% 66.24% 63.96% 66.40%
h > 8 55.53% 55.26% 55.07% 53.59% 47.04% 52.13% 53.92% 51.64% 54.19%

Females 66.86% 66.60% 66.90% 65.65% 60.83% 64.95% 65.86% 64.12% 66.74%
Males 61.62% 61.68% 62.02% 62.04% 56.94% 61.01% 62.10% 60.89% 61.80%
Children 0-14 59.08% 59.21% 59.14% 59.38% 55.03% 54.86% 59.08% 54.60% 59.61%

14 < age ≤ 30 54.42% 54.37% 54.54% 55.01% 53.90% 53.55% 55.01% 53.26% 54.31%
30 < age ≤ 50 54.47% 54.18% 54.34% 53.79% 51.17% 53.10% 54.17% 52.24% 53.44%
age > 50 69.12% 68.98% 68.97% 67.93% 63.41% 66.97% 68.22% 65.21% 68.51%

Table 6: Recall measured considering only the test items v such that all the users in vG provided feedback in the context vc

Test set
Recall@1 Recall@2 Recall@3

CtxInfl Infl CtxInfl Infl CtxInfl Infl

All 39.07% 37.12% 55.56% 54.62% 65.74% 65.51%

Group size = 2 39.51% 37.72% 56.18% 55.45% 66.47% 66.34%
Group size = 3 36.96% 34.60% 53.36% 51.76% 63.14% 62.66%
Group size = 4 38.33% 34.79% 51.90% 49.40% 61.64% 60.42%
Group size = 5 37.66% 34.07% 50.55% 48.35% 59.84% 58.74%

h ≤ 4 48.61% 47.40% 67.83% 67.21% 77.76% 77.76%
4 < h ≤ 8 40.90% 38.98% 57.95% 57.18% 68.25% 68.15%
h > 8 32.25% 29.90% 46.74% 45.47% 56.94% 56.43%

Females 40.04% 39.06% 57.14% 57.16% 67.43% 67.47%
Males 39.77% 38.52% 55.38% 53.97% 63.98% 64.44%
Children 0-14 33.58% 31.52% 48.65% 49.85% 60.59% 60.67%

14 < age ≤ 30 34.18% 33.01% 46.60% 47.71% 55.75% 55.88%
30 < age ≤ 50 31.81% 30.20% 46.41% 45.48% 56.08% 55.93%
age > 50 42.43% 40.44% 59.91% 59.04% 70.48% 70.32%

Table 7: Recall measured considering only the test items v such that at least one user in vG provided no feedback in the context
vc

Test set
Recall@1 Recall@2 Recall@3

CtxInfl CtxInflMix CtxInfl CtxInflMix CtxInfl CtxInflMix

All 27.37% 24.72% 41.73% 39.67% 51.91% 50.36%

Group size = 2 28.07% 25.79% 42.51% 40.44% 52.93% 51.07%
Group size = 3 24.91% 21.01% 38.65% 37.05% 47.79% 47.59%
Group size = 4 25.84% 20.63% 41.11% 37.15% 50.73% 49.19%
Group size = 5 28.00% 32.67% 42.67% 42.00% 58.67% 54.00%

h ≤ 4 34.60% 32.88% 49.62% 48.19% 60.07% 59.30%
4 < h ≤ 8 30.42% 27.37% 44.77% 43.07% 55.45% 54.33%
h > 8 20.76% 17.99% 34.80% 32.05% 44.37% 42.01%

Females 28.49% 29.57% 45.51% 44.10% 59.88% 56.48%
Males 21.34% 19.75% 34.55% 32.80% 45.38% 45.86%
Children 0-14 21.28% 16.72% 33.74% 34.04% 46.81% 48.02%

14 < age ≤ 30 17.55% 16.49% 33.51% 31.38% 43.62% 43.09%
30 < age ≤ 50 19.46% 17.32% 31.98% 28.90% 41.61% 39.00%
age > 50 31.32% 28.31% 46.47% 44.46% 56.87% 55.51%
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5.2.5. Result Analysis

In the following we analyze in detail the results reported in the tables, focusing first on the comparison

of CtxInfl with the competitors from the literature, and then examining the differences between CtxInfl and

its non-contextual variant. Finally, CtxInfl is compared with CtxInflMix.

Comparison with the Competitors from the Literature. The comparison starts with the whole test set, and

then considers the results obtained when changing the group size and the group heterogeneity (as defined

in Subsection 5.2.3).

Full Test Set The recall values we obtained highlight that our strategy (CtxInfl) dominates its

competitors for all the experimented lengths of the recommendation list. Also notice that, among the

other approaches, the best-performing one is EXP, and this suggests the goodness of the strategies relying

on a weighted average with respect to plain average, least misery, maximum satisfaction, and also to the

approach of [4], taking disagreement into account. Another aspect that can be noticed from the results is

that, with this dataset, the difference between our method and the baselines is larger when recommending

few items: 3.27% for Recall@1, 1.61% for Recall@2 and 0.84% for Recall@3. This happens because many

users watch just a limited number of channels, and therefore even simple strategies are able to identify the

proper program in lists containing a larger number of items.

Results when Varying the Group Size In these experiments CtxInfl is also the best one, and

its main competitor in most cases remains EXP. It is immediately evident that the advantage obtained by

CtxInfl with respect to the best alternative grows when the group size is bigger: considering Recall@1, the

difference is 2.84% when the group size is 2, 4.88% when the group size is 3, 5.24% when the group size is 4,

and 5.56% when the group size is 5. This result is easily interpreted: when groups are larger social factors

are more important.

Results when Varying the Group Heterogeneity Once again, CtxInfl is the leading technique and

EXP the second one. The first evidence is that lower heterogeneity corresponds to higher recall; therefore,

as it is intuitive, recommending to homogeneous groups is a simpler problem. Moreover, the gain brought

by CtxInfl with respect to EXP grows with the heterogeneity of the groups: considering Recall@1, the gain

is 2.65% for h ≤ 4, 3.02% for 4 < h ≤ 8 and 3.84% for h > 8. Also this outcome is very intuitive: if the

group is homogeneous the members have the same tastes, and therefore it is not important who are the

most influencing ones.

Results when Varying the Group Demographic Features CtxInfl is the best performing tech-

nique in terms of Recall@1, ahead of EXP. For instance, the difference between the two techniques is 2.77%
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for male adults, and 3.35% for groups composed of people being more than 50 years old. However, when

longer recommendation lists are considered, the differences between the alternatives decrease and in some

cases CtxInfl is also slightly overtaken by EXP or AVG. The good performance shown by AVG suggests that

when groups are demographically homogeneous it is less necessary to employ very sophisticated algorithms,

at least when recommendation lists are not too short. In addition, note that the absolute values of the recall

are quite lower for children than they are for adult females and males, indicating that children may be more

difficult to satisfy. Finally, we also observe that the recall values measured for the groups constituted only

by people being more than 50 years old are very high; this may be explained by the fact that these users

are probably more habit-bound, and so it is easier to find appropriate items to be recommended.

Relevance of the Context in Influence Computation. The results clearly show that adding the context to the

influence improves the performance for all the experimented test sets. The improvements brought by CtxInfl

with respect to Infl are more evident in the results shown in Table 6 than in those shown in Tables 3, 4 and

5, because the former consider just the test items associated with contexts in which the two methods apply

different formulas; in fact, when determining recommendations in contexts where at least one group member

did not provide any feedback, both CtxInfl and Infl compute the scores using in Equation (3) the universal

context ~c. In more detail, in Table 6 we observe that the gain seems to be bigger when the recommendation

lists are shorter: considering all the test items v such that all the members of vG provided feedback in the

context vc, the benefit provided by the context is 1.95% for Recall@1, 0.94% for Recall@2 and 0.23% for

Recall@3. Also bigger groups seem to allow greater performance improvements: for Recall@1, the gain is

1.79% when the group size is 2, 2.35% when the group size is 3, 3.54% when the group size is 4, and 3.59%

when the group size is 5. Moreover, the performance improvement grows with the group heterogeneity:

considering Recall@1, the gain is 1.21% for h ≤ 4, 1.92% for 4 < h ≤ 8 and 2.35% for h > 8. Finally,

the latter observation is confirmed when the heterogeneity is demographic: when the group members share

common demographic features, the difference between the two variants is low. For instance, considering

Recall@1, the gain is only 0.98% for groups constituted just by adult females, and only 1.18% for groups

containing only people being between 14 and 30 years old.

Comparison between CtxInfl and CtxInflMix. Finally, to compare CtxInfl with CtxInflMix, we analyze Table

7 that considers just the test items on which the two strategies behave differently. As anticipated in Section 3,

CtxInfl shows a better accuracy for almost all the experimented test sets and lengths of the recommendation

list. To understand why CtxInflMix, which “blends” values measured on different subsets of the log, showed a
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Table 8: Values of the McNemar test statistic
CtxInflMix Infl AVG LM MS DIS FAI EXP

Recall@1 178.8 1,298.5 5,925.1 6,501.6 8,299.0 4,673.1 5,563.5 2,953.3
Recall@2 107.8 311.3 2,152.9 5,111.6 3,259.2 1,428.7 3,699.0 778.1
Recall@3 65.3 24.1 727.5 3,897.5 1,721.9 387.9 3,504.0 262.9

bad behavior in the experiments we did a manual check, sampling users from our dataset and controlling how

much their influence varies according to context, and how far these values are from their non-contextual

influence. Often, for the same user, non-contextual influence turned out to be quite distant from the

contextual one, thus we explain this somehow unexpected behavior with the fact that putting together

contextual and non-contextual influences creates a sort of “unbalanced situation” among the members of

the group, which reflects reality worse than keeping the weights uniform.

5.2.6. Accuracy Improvement Validation

To validate the significance of the accuracy improvement provided by our algorithm, a statistical test

was used. The statistical test is employed to verify that the performance differences between two approaches

are significant and not just due to chance; in more detail, the aim is to reject the null hypothesis stating

that the compared methods have the same performance. Our data are split into training and test set on a

temporal basis and thus we can have just a single training set/test set pair, therefore we compared CtxInfl

with the other algorithms using McNemar’s statistical test, which is appropriate in this situation [19].

McNemar’s test defines a test statistic on the basis of the numbers of test items that are classified

correctly or not correctly by the two compared methods. The greater is the value of the statistic, the

lower is the p-value of the test and therefore more evidence is provided to reject the null hypothesis of no

improvement. In practice, the null hypothesis is usually rejected with p-values lower than 0.05 or 0.01 [26],

which correspond to values of the McNemar test statistic greater than 3.8415 or 6.6349, respectively.

McNemar’s test was executed considering the whole test set for Recall@1, Recall@2 and Recall@3. Table

8 shows the values of the McNemar test statistic obtained by comparing CtxInfl with its competitors. The

measured values are very high, corresponding to p-values very close to 0 and thus providing strong evidence

for rejecting the hypothesis of no improvement.

5.3. Efficiency of the Online Top-K Recommendation Task

To assess the efficiency of our strategy in providing online top-K recommendations, we executed experi-

ments on the previous dataset and on another partially synthetic one, measuring the execution time and the

number of processed items; please notice that the additional partially synthetic dataset could not be used
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in the accuracy evaluation, since it does not contain feedback from real groups. All the experiments were

performed on a quad-core 2.80 GHz Intel Core i7 machine with 16 GB of RAM, running Windows 10.

5.3.1. Dataset

The experiments evaluating the efficiency were executed on two datasets: the TV dataset already de-

scribed in Section 5.2.1, and an additional (partially synthetic) dataset built from Last.fm [9].

The original Last.fm dataset contains 1,019,318 users, 361,533 items (i.e., songs), and a log with 48,373,586

listenings performed by individual users; the content of each song is described by means of tags. In our

experiments we considered 2,000 users, all the items, the whole log, and the 300 most common tags. The

dataset was then enriched with the user influences, randomly generated with uniform distribution in the

interval [0, 1]. A synthetic log – to be used as test set – was generated as well, envisaging 2,000 group

listenings; each group in this log contains exactly three users, and each user has the same probability to be

included in a group. The context, not available in the dataset, was not synthetically generated: under the

efficiency point of view, indeed, adding the context would have just increased the dataset size, which we

deemed big enough. The individual preferences of the users for the items were computed in a content-based

way exploiting the preferences for the tags, which were in their turn derived on the basis of the log of

listenings performed by the individual users.

Do notice that for both the datasets it is not required to store all the very numerous preferences of the

individual users for the items. Indeed, it suffices to store the preferences for the relatively few values of

the item attributes (e.g., tags, channels, genres, . . . ), and then use these preferences to easily derive those

referred to the items.

5.3.2. Experiments and Metrics

For each of the two datasets we computed the top-K recommendations for all the groups associated with

the viewings/listenings in the test sets. Then, we measured:

• The average number of items processed to compute the top-K recommendations

• The average execution time to compute the top-K recommendations

Since we are testing efficiency, we adopt a “harder version” of the TV dataset problem where all the

18,731 TV programs are supposed to be available to be watched in every time instant. The experiments

were repeated for various values of K, the size of the recommendation lists: 3, 20, 100, 500, 5,000. In

addition, we considered to have different storage possibilities for the portions of the relevance lists: 100%,
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Table 9: TV dataset: average number of processed items and average execution time

K=3 K=20 K=100 K=500 K=5,000

100% 236.58 257.49 357.63 910.96 5,699.38
0.54 ms 0.56 ms 0.80 ms 2.17 ms 15.95 ms

80% 236.58 257.49 357.63 910.96 5,050.44
0.51 ms 0.55 ms 0.78 ms 2.08 ms 11.87 ms

60% 236.58 257.49 357.63 910.96 5,050.44
0.53 ms 0.55 ms 0.78 ms 2.06 ms 12.09 ms

40% 236.58 257.49 357.63 910.96 5,050.44
0.53 ms 0.55 ms 0.78 ms 2.06 ms 12.20 ms

20% 236.58 257.49 357.63 910.96 14,653.96
0.53 ms 0.55 ms 0.78 ms 2.06 ms 45.48 ms

1% 5,479.73 5,528.40 5,782.91 18,724.00 18,731
20.04 ms 18.90 ms 20.57 ms 68.36 ms 66.50 ms

0% 18,731 18,731 18,731 18,731 18,731
60.24 ms 61.55 ms 63.10 ms 65.46 ms 62.82 ms

Table 10: Modified Last.fm dataset: average number of processed items and average execution time

K=3 K=20 K=100 K=500 K=5,000

100% 1,665.98 2,681.14 4,123.55 7,252.89 21,951.93
6.68 ms 9.42 ms 13.68 ms 24.70 ms 84.17 ms

80% 1,665.98 2,681.14 4,123.55 7,252.89 21,951.93
6.37 ms 9.47 ms 13.65 ms 24.66 ms 80.77 ms

60% 1,665.98 2,681.14 4,123.55 7,252.89 21,951.93
6.25 ms 9.78 ms 14.00 ms 25.33 ms 81.66 ms

40% 1,665.98 2,681.14 4,123.55 7,252.89 21,951.93
5.44 ms 8.89 ms 15.12 ms 26.10 ms 86.64 ms

20% 1,665.98 2,681.14 4,123.55 7,252.89 21,951.93
5.44 ms 8.94 ms 15.60 ms 25.90 ms 83.92 ms

1% 11,210.65 23,133.19 39,541.07 85,838.70 361,533
57.95 ms 121.15 ms 208.22 ms 469.27 ms 1,993.26 ms

0% 361,533 361,533 361,533 361,533 361,533
1,274.02 ms 1,274.08 ms 1,270.74 ms 1,309.78 ms 1,342.91 ms

80%, 60%, 40%, 20%, 1%, 0%. If the relevance lists contain no items (0%), then, to compute the top-K

recommendations, it is always necessary to process all the items, without exploiting the TA thresholding

principle.

5.3.3. Results

The results for the two datasets are summarized in Tables 9 and 10. The tables rows report the lengths

of the relevance lists and the columns the values of K. The cells contain both the average number of items

processed and the average execution time in milliseconds.

5.3.4. Result Analysis

The tables highlight how useful the TA-based algorithm is to speed up the online computation of top-K

group recommendations; indeed, if the relevance lists are available, the number of processed items decreases
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significantly. For example, when considering K = 3, on the average, for the TV dataset we need to process

236.58 items instead of 18,731, and for the modified Last.fm dataset 1,665.98 instead of 361,533.

Regarding the execution times, the values for the TV dataset are always quite small (lower than 100

ms) since the total number of available items is limited; as a consequence, for this dataset the reduction in

terms of processed items would not produce a significant improvement in the responsiveness of the system.

The situation is quite different for the modified Last.fm, which is much bigger: the execution time for the

online computation of top-K recommendation lists decreases significantly with the usage of our TA-based

algorithm, passing from 1.2 seconds to few milliseconds. This can greatly improve the responsiveness of the

system and the fluidity of the interaction. Note that in a real application it would be very annoying for the

user to wait more than 1 second to obtain the required information.

Let us now consider the length of the relevance lists. The tables show that, for both datasets and for

all the experimented values of K, the length of the relevance lists can be reduced – thus saving disk space

– up to 40% with no significant impact either on the number of items to be processed or on the execution

time; in most cases the same holds also for 20% of the items. Note that if K is small even having relevance

lists containing just 1% of the items allows significant performance gains with respect to the case where no

relevance lists are available. This happens because the experimented values of K, as usual in real cases,

are actually smaller than the number of items, and therefore the lower part of the relevance lists very often

contains items that will not be considered in the top-K computation.

6. Conclusions

This paper has studied a group recommendation methodology for ephemeral groups, so that also items

that are new in the system can be recommended. This approach derives group preferences by aggregating

individual ones, relying on the contextual influence, that is, the ability of a user, in a given situation,

to inspire the group’s decision. Differently from other researches, in our work the influence values are

determined exclusively by using log data, without resorting to information solicited from the users.

The effectiveness of the proposed approach has been proven through experiments on a very large dataset

in the TV domain, containing the choices of real groups. Moreover, we have proposed an algorithm that

allows to efficiently compute the recommendations at runtime, evaluated using the same dataset in the TV

domain as well as a bigger, partially synthetic dataset.

A possible future work regards a deeper exploration of the benefits of using the notion of context. Our

current strategy derives the preferences and influences related to a context c only on the basis of the previous
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activities performed in the same context; alternative approaches might also include information about the

activities associated with contexts other than c, learned from data or based on some form of similarity (for

instance those experienced immediately before c, or those more general than c), using different weights.

Other interesting developments deal with the possibility to emphasize aspects like novelty and serendipity

when recommending items, and also consider ethical problems like those related to fairness and diversity

[46, 20]. Note that, in some way, these parameters related to ethics have already been used as criteria in the

works [4] and [33], discussed in the Related Work section, where fairness was adopted in order to minimize

disagreement and take into account all the users. However we think that much work has still to be done to

fully understand these, and possibly other dimensions of ethics along which the research could be addressed.
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